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Abstract
For many people, money is the primary source of anxiety. Identifying this as a business
opportunity, and further reassured by data that shows how children are already veter an
consumers of mobile apps by the age of six years, financial service providers have in r ecent
years star ted offering financial apps to children, marketing these services as educational tools
that increase financial liter acy. B ut despite perceived advantages, consumer protection
regulators should be very concerned about children using such mobile financial apps given the
gamification features incorpor ated into their design, as well as their potentially addictive,
gambling- enticing, social pr essure encouraging, behaviorally and developmentally–disruptive
impact. Using ethical reasoning, behavioral law and economics insights, and legal analysis, this
Chapter examines these issues and calls for regulators to focus on finding policies that would
be more conducive to positive financial outcomes for consumers.
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Introduction
Many consumers around the world struggle, and have a har d time coping with financial stress.
According to r ecent studies, almost 90 per cent of surveyed Americans indicated that they
exper ience anxiety about financial stability, noting specifically that nothing would make them
happier than being reassured that they can deal with the challenge of keeping their finances in
order. ( FINR A, 2019; B ethune, S . & B rownawell, A., 2015.; Northwestern Mutual, 2018).) S imilarly, mor e
than seventy- five per cent of millennials and Gen Xers regularly suffer fr om money- related
anxiety. S eeking for ways to help people addr ess these emotional and financial difficulties,
some lawmakers have advocated for advancing financial education in the hope that financial
liter acy will help empower consumers. Many of these lawmakers’ initiatives focus on incr easing
childr en’s financial orientation in order to better equip them with r elevant knowledge and
confidence that could enable their ability to become financially responsible adults, reducing
certain money- related concerns down the road. (P ackin, N.G., 2022). P articularly, r esear ch has
shown that the lack of financial literacy is linked not only to undesir able financial choices, but
also to high levels of anxiety and low financial security. (S toltmann, A. & E dwar ds, B . P ., 2017;
P ierce, T. & Williams, A., FINR A, 2021). L ikewise, global organizations like the OE CD have been
measuring the success of jurisdictional implementations of educational pr ograms, and
comparing the different countr ies’ results, in an attempt to push for increased financial
education. (Coughlan, S . B B C, 2019; Hess, A. J ., CNB C, 2020). Not everyone, however, agrees
with this approach, and cer tain commentators argue that the predicate belief in the
effectiveness of financial- liter acy education lacks empirical support. (Willis, L .E ., 2008;
E lliehausen, G. E ., L undquist, C. & S taten, M. E ., 2007; J ackson. H. E . & Anderson, S . A., at 844
n.51, 2007).) B ut one way or the other, identifying the youth market as a promising one in terms
of business opportunities, especially in light of studies that show that by elementary school age
childr en ar e alr eady exper ienced digital consumers (UNICE F, 2018), financial technology
(FinTech), decentralized finance (DeFi), and even traditional financial companies have star ted
offering products and services to children. (Hansen, S ., 2021; Haverstock, E ., 2021; Chandler , S .,
2022). These services include a br oad array of financial- related pr oducts and services – fr om
enabling children to ear n money for doing their chores, to trading securities and fr actions of
stocks and crypto assets, and even earning digital assets and curr encies while playing video
games. (R obert Farrington, R ., 2021; Yadav, O., 2022; Thompson, C., 2021.)

The appeal of offering financial pr oducts and services to children and emerging adults is an
understandable one for three main reasons. First, it is always good for businesses to br anch
out to new segments of clientele and pr ospective customers. S econd, as further described in
this chapter , in terms of mar keting efforts, children are an easy target—being underdeveloped
emotionally, neur obiologically, and socially means they are vulnerable tar gets of manipulation
and fraud. (P ackin, N. G., 2022). L astly, children and emer ging adults will not stay young for ever,
and will eventually mature into income- earning adult customers at which point they are likely
to continue using the services and pr oducts that they already know and like. Therefore, if
businesses providing financial pr oducts and services could familiarize these young customers
earlier on, such a move could prove beneficial for these businesses in the long term.
Many of the businesses providing financial products and services are relatively new players,
and part of the FinTech industry that has experienced enor mous expansion since the financial
crisis of 2008. The crisis, which caused large parts of the public to feel anger and
disappointment towards what people viewed as “greedy” big banks and financial institutions,
has led to significant changes in how finance is governed. In r esponse to the crisis, Congress
enacted the Dodd- Frank Act with the intention to subject the financial industry to a
compr ehensive and systemic regulation on a level not seen since the New Deal. B ut the financial
regulatory reforms implemented in the wake of the cr isis were founded on an antiquated
conception of what financial services entail and how they ar e delivered. The emergence of
FinTech enterprises and the fundamental tr ansformations they have br ought about on a number
of fronts, including how banking operates, how capital is pr oduced, and even the very nature of
money itself, have not been adequately accounted for by regulation. (Magnuson, W., 2018, p
1171). And while it was possible to dismiss the explosion in the size and importance of FinTech
at the beginning – especially because the industry itself is surprisingly poorly defined since the
term can be used br oadly to refer to any use of technology in finance – it has quickly become
clear that FinTech has ushered in a wave of innovation in the financial industry that impacts all
sectors of finance.
FinTech companies present par ticularly serious issues for three main r easons. First, compared
to lar ge financial institutions, FinTech firms are more susceptible to negative economic shocks
due to their size and business strategy, and given company inter connectivity, these shocks are
more likely to spread to other companies in the sector . S econd, because regulators lack
accur ate knowledge of the makeup and functioning of FinTech mar kets, FinTech businesses ar e

har der to contr ol and r egulate than conventional financial institutions. Thir d, because FinTech
companies often enjoy a r egulator y arbitrage – they ar e, by design, subject to less rules and
laws than tr aditional financial institutions – they do not have to comply with all the rules that
traditional financial institutions do. As a result, consumer s are less legally pr otected and
informed, potentially subjected them to mor e discrimination. All of these issues indicate that
FinTech raises regulator y concerns distinct from, and not necessarily less serious than, those
raised by more tr aditional financial institutions. Indeed, these issues and the changes in the
financial industry’s str ucture, players, business norms, and business models, necessitate a
compr ehensive rethinking of financial regulation in the age of technology- enabled finance.
Unfortunately, however , thus far r egulators have not paid close attention to many of these
changes and innovative business strategies, but for a few exceptions. One such exception that
has dr awn r egulatory attention is financial apps’ digital engagement practices. S uch pr actices,
which for the most par t include gamification features, have become the object of legislative and
regulatory interest in 2021- 2022, following the J anuary 2021 GameS top saga, wher e
GameS top’s stock price increased from $16 to $347 during J anuary 2021 due to a contest
between a large number of small r etail investors and institutional investors such as hedge
funds. This led media outlets, scholars and even regulators to begin discussions around the
gamification features of trading apps. S uch discussions, however, focused on how easy it is for
investors to tr ade online via these apps, and the ethics of such trading apps’ business models.
(Verlaine, J . & B anerji, G. 2021). Trying to understand this issue better , the S E C issued a call for
comments to learn mor e about these pr actices, how attr active they ar e to new investors, and
FinTech apps’ use of psychological prompts to influence investors to trade more, and do so
more fr equently (B ain, B . & S chmidt, R ., 2021; S eal, D., 2021). P ar ticularly, the r egulators that
deal with investor pr otection have started examining gamification features such as confetti,
ringing sounds, certain colorful designs, and even rewards and badges that FinTech entities like
R obinhood have used to lure young traders. (Fitzger ald, M., 2021; Massa, A. & Alloway, T., 2021;
P opper, N., 2021; L evintova, H., 2021). B ut while the lawmakers are interested in the impact of
these featur es on customers in general, as mor e and more financial institutions are looking to
gamify their services and offer ings, and incor por ate game- like features that will draw and
capture the attention of customers, (Ann, M., 2022), lawmakers have yet to focus on practices
tar geting children as customers of such financial services, although they should.

Indeed, while more and more financial service providers have started offering services to
childr en in recent year s, dealing with minors – as customers that ar e being offered financial
products and services – is not and should not be the same as dealing with adults, in several key
aspects. Fir st, the legal rights and obligations of adults and minors ar e not the same; even if
“children's law” is not a single body of law containing a coher ent set of pr inciples. (B uss, B .,
2009, p 18- 19). The main difference between these two gr oups’ rights and obligations relates
to the fact that the bodies of law that apply to children focus on children’s development and the
differences associated with it, as those can and do justify different treatment of childr en in
various legal contexts. (B uss, B ., 2020, p 267). And in the context of financial regulation,
consumer and investor protection, along with secur ities law, should be among the legal
contexts in which the tr eatment of childr en clearly needs to be different. Indeed, childr en as
consumers are protected, for example, by unique legislation such as the Childr en’s Online
P rivacy P r otection Act (COP P A), which was mainly cr eated to outlaw “unfair or deceptive acts
or pr actices in connection with per sonal infor mation fr om and about children on the inter net.”
(Haber, E ., 2020, p 1224). S uch unfair or deceptive acts or practices have been recognized, for
example, in childr en- targeted devices, toys, wear ables, and inter net of things- (IoT) based
devices. (Haber, E ., 2019, p 399). Certainly, there is logic behind the fact that children cannot
vote, enlist in the military, get a driver’s license, purchase alcohol, consume tobacco, and do
other types of activities that mature adults can, and especially given that their judgment and
capacity to understand consequences develop with time. (Watson, C.F., 2021, p 43.) Thus, society
has taken legal measures to protect children from being exploited by those that seek to
manipulate or defr aud them. FinTech and DeFi apps and games that attempt to specifically
tar get children should not be treated any differently, and should be carefully monitored and
supervised as the latest entities to seek to potentially take advantage of minors while
transacting with them. Yet, this business trend spurred by FinTech and DeFi apps and games
will continue to gr ow because offering digital financial ser vices to minors is becoming socially
acceptable—especially given society’s newly adopted par adigms for describing, understanding,
and shaping children’s rights, domestic relationships, custodial status, and even digital
purchasing power. (P ackin, N., 2022).
S econd, FinTech and DeFi apps and games that are actually suitable for childr en might be
har der to find than customers might realize. For example, it has been recently argued in
mainstream media that tech giants Apple and Google have more power than the U.S .

government over the app economy through their control over the two biggest app stores, where
they provide age ratings on apps, but do not assess the apps’ suitability for children in terms of
data pr otection and safety levels. Moreover, only about 5 percent of the most- popular childdirected apps are in the childr en’s’ part of the Google app store, and finding Apple’s cur ated
kids category is an extremely challenging task. L ast but not least, the apps’ pr oviders
themselves are the ones that self- identify the apps’ age appropriateness levels, r ather than a
legally designated body that is tasked with doing so based on clear standards and analyses.
(Fowler , G.A., 2022).
Additionally, not only do FinTech and DeFi apps and games not always deliver any agreed- upon
true educational value for childr en, but in fact they can even greatly har m children. For instance,
while many apps and games attempt to teach children about the value of money, the importance
of investing, and risks in tr ading, these apps and games have a developmentally and
behavior ally disruptive influence on childr en. Indeed, studies indicate that digital apps and
games can function like “hard drugs” for children and act “like a stimulant” as the dopamine
released by the stimulation of digital apps and games hits children predominantly hard as their
cerebral cortexes are not sufficiently developed to enable them to feel satisfied with small
doses or to self- regulate. (P ackin, N.G., 2022, notes 168 - 178).

These apps and games,

ther efore, cause childr en to feel anxiety and stress, subjecting them to the manipulations of
thir d par ties whom often seek to take advantage of them. A good example of such manipulations
include anything from stock promotions on TikTok videos, referred to as # FinTok, to viral tweets
on Instagr am such as K im K ar dashian’s cryptocurr ency ad, which is the kind of promotion to
which childr en and emer ging adults have been especially susceptible to the influence of. Indeed,
new r esearch reveals that The major ity (97%) of Gen Z consumers say they now use social media
as their top source of shopping inspiration. (K astenholz, C., 2021).
Third, FinTech and DeFi apps and games are spying on kids at a shocking scale, further selling
and sharing the data to businesses that seek to better tar get children. “Mor e than two- thirds of
the 1,000 most popular iP hone apps likely to be used by children collect and send their personal
information out to the advertising industry, according to a major new study. . . On Android, 79
percent of popular kids’ apps do the same. . . Children’s privacy deserves special attention
because kids’ data can be misused in some uniquely harmful ways. R esearch suggests many
childr en can’t distinguish ads from content, and tr acking tech lets marketers micro- tar get
young minds.” (Fowler, G.A., 2022). These business models and industry norms r esult in a reality

in which by the time a kid reaches the age of 13, online advertising companies alr eady hold an
average of 72 million data points about her or him, according to businesses that help app
developers understand and navigate child- pr ivacy laws. L ikewise, in a recent sur vey of 164
educational apps and websites, it was discover ed that almost 90% of the apps tr ansferred data
about the children that used the apps to the ad- tech sector. L ikewise, two- thirds of the apps
used by 124 preschool- aged childr en acquired and also shared detailed personal information,
according to a 2020 study. Finally, a 2018 analysis of 5,855 fairly well- known, free childr en's
apps discovered that the majority of these apps have probably violated the Childr en’s Online
P rivacy P rotection Act (COP P A) – a unique legislation that is largely designed to outlaw unfair
or deceptive acts or business norms associated with usages of personal information from and
about childr en on the internet – using all sorts of loopholes and legal maneuvers. (Fowler, G.A.,
2022).
This Chapter, in discussing these issues, pr oceeds as follows: P art I examines the concept of
financial education, and how that impacts children’s understanding of money, savings, tr ading
and investing. P art II analyzes the concepts of FinTech, DeFi, and GameFi, and describes the
development of gamification in the financial service industry, and further how this trend has
impacted children. P ar t III explor es policy implications regarding the gamification of the
financial industry as it impacts children. The discussion in this latter P art should guide
lawmakers in regulating financial apps and digital games offered to children, and focuses on
the policy implications in contexts which include: (i) the addictiveness of the app or game; (ii)
how gamifying finance makes it feel less serious; (iii) the connection between gamification and
gambling; (iv) how children’s financial choices are mor e susceptible to the influence of third
parties; (v) the consequences of financial apps failing to teach childr en the importance of
concepts such as debt, credit, and financial commitments; and (vi) the added burden on parents
that are left with the burden of monitor ing their children’s online financial activities. P ar t IV
sheds light on the differ ent global r egulatory initiatives that aim to tackle some of the relevant
concerns and policy implications. Finally, the Chapter concludes by calling for greater scrutiny
of the gamification of finance trend and its impact on children.

One: Financial E ducation
Unlike some other jurisdictions, American financial regulation that deals with consumer protection
issues has historically emphasized disclosure and free choice. The complexity of financial

services like credit, insurance, and trading has, however, drastically reduced people's capacity to
comprehend them—and the disclosure requirements are not enough to protect investors from
making unwise decisions. (Guttentag, M. D., 2013, p 242). In an effort to address such
complexities and empower consumers and investors, some legislators have started promoting
financial education— for example with the 2021 American ‘Student Empowerment and Financial
Literacy Act’. . Likewise, in recent decades, global organizations have recognized the value of
financial literacy and similarly begun initiatives to promote financial education. They do this by
assessing how well different jurisdictions have implemented educational initiatives and then
comparing the varying successes of outcomes accordingly. The objective behind such a push
towards financial education is that it will enable people to become "responsible" and "empowered"
market participants, and if possible reduce levels of anxiety and increase individuals’ financial
security. (FINRA, 2021).
So why not start with children? Indeed, educating the next generation about money, investing,
and financial planning at an early age may be a useful strategy for improving financial literacy.
However, there have not been enough well-designed and effectively carried out projects to raise
financial literacy. For instance, a national initiative launched in the late 1990s to improve financial
literacy among 12 to 17-year-olds was found to be ineffective a decade later, with findings that
revealed severe deficiencies in financial literacy, including only 25% of participants knowing about
fundamental concepts like inflation. Similarly, only 18 percent of respondents to a 2019 American
National Foundation for Credit Counseling (NFCC) study expressed high confidence in their ability
to save for retirement and in their current course of action. (NFCC, 2019). Furthermore, when
asked about debt, a 2020 survey confirmed an in-debt way of living, finding that only 16% of
American adults never had debt. Thus 84% do not know a different way of living and consuming.
(NFCC, 2020).
Focusing on innovative ways to increase financial literacy earlier on, and teach children about
money, Shark Tank billionaire, and a fan of the flourishing FinTech industry, Mark Cuban,
famously explored in public forums the idea of letting children toy with crypto assets as a way of
teaching them financial lessons. In particular, Cuban talked about buying Dogecoin, the volatile
cryptocurrency that Elon Musk has been publicly backing, for his young son as an “educational”
activity. (Locke, T., 2021). Similarly, Twitter co-founder, and Block (formerly known as Square)
CEO, Jack Dorsey teamed up with entertainer Jay-Z (Shawn Carter) to launch The Bitcoin
Academy at Marcy Houses, the public housing complex in Brooklyn, New York. As part of that
initiative, “The Bitcoin Academy’s website, which declares itself to represent “the future of money,”

detailed how “attendees would be given smartphones and mobile WiFi (MiFi) devices, which they
may keep as needed,” and described how there “is also a “‘Crypto Kids Camp” for kids aged 5 to
17.” (Hoffman, J. 2022). Such educational initiatives founded by celebrities and businesspeople
may seem be too stressful or extreme for some—especially given how volatile and less regulated
the crypto industry has been in recent years—but in general, exposing children to handling money
and educating them about saving and investing are not new or controversial concepts at all.
Indeed, children’s financial education has been a topic of discussion long before there were digital
assets to be found, and even before personal computers or the internet existed. In fact, in the
1960s Marry Poppins movie, the ultraconservative Mr. Banks teaches his children about investing
properly by describing compound interest. Moreover, even governmental agencies have paid
some attentions to children’s financial education, or at least the importance of it, with bureaus like
the American Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) developing online resources to
support caregivers in teaching children about money in keeping with that more conventional
method. Likewise, the U.S. Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) has developed a
Money Smart curriculum for kids in grades PreK–2 that includes references, books, and
connections for such instructional purposes. But children do not have knowledge of, or access to
these resources, and in reality, many caregivers fail to adequately teach children about money
despite the information available to them online, and the obvious necessity for them to do so. In
fact, as it turns out, a 2014 APA study, “Stress in America,” revealed that only 37% of Americans
actually talk to their family members and their children about money. (Bethune, S. & Brownawell,
A., 2015).

Two: Toying with Money
R ealizing the importance of early childhood financial education, and the business opportunity
that accompanies it, FinTech companies as well as tr aditional financial institutions have in
recent years started exploring this space and how they can pr ofit fr om it. One of the first FinTech
companies to tar get children was Gr eenlight, which was established in 2014, and within a few
years achieved unicorn status, with a valuation of over $1 billion. Greenlight, which primarily
makes money by charging families who use its services monthly membership fees, began by
intr oducing a debit card for kids in 2017, and has since expanded to include a number of digital
financial services for kids as young as six years old. (Haverstock, E ., 2021). Furthermor e,
although utilizing financial apps on a smar t device at the age of six may seem too young for
kids, by that point they are seasoned smar t device users. In fact, resear ch has found that 30%

of American kids already play with digital devices while they ar e still in diapers. S imilarly, the
typical age of children owning and using digital devices continues to drastically dr op all over
the world as their daily screen time continues to grow, par ticularly during the COVID- 19
pandemic. (Funnell, A., 2020; Marples, M., 2021). According to Natur e’s 2022 study, childr en
“star t using digital media devices early in life with US data suggesting a 32% increase in
childr en’s screen time over the last two decades. Children’s screen time also increases with age
with two- year- olds in the US having less than an hour of daily screen time and two- to four year- olds having on average 2.5 h of daily scr een time.” B ut, “the COVID- 19 pandemic and the
associated lockdown measures have triggered an increase in scr een time in many regions. In
S pain, two out of three childr en under 48 months used smartphones and tablets daily dur ing
COVID- 19 lockdown.” (B ergmann, C., Dimitr ova, N., Alaslani, K . et al., 2022).
Another FinTech company that very quickly realized the potential in targeting childr en early on
by offering them financial services and products was Kwedit, a platform that gained notoriety
during the 2008 financial crisis for being one of the first to be built on the Buy Now Pay Later
(BNPL) business model. Kwedit, which sounds like how a young child might pronounce the word
"credit," offered its users the Kwedit Promise System that enabled them to agree to pay later for
digital items they wanted to get right away. Kwedit also encouraged those who could not pay now
or later, to pass their newly acquired financial commitment on to someone else – like a parent or
a more financially secure relative, using the 'Pass the Duck' option. After making a set down
payment, users of BNLP, a short-term financing alternative, agree to pay for their goods or
services in installments. In recent years, BNLP has gained much popularity, with major FinTech
companies such as Klarna and others adopting BNPL as their business model. Regulators,
however, have expressed some concerns about BNPL’s rising popularity. For instance, the British
government said in February 2021 that BNPL would be subject to Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA) regulation after concluding that there was "a high risk" of harm to customers. Similarly, the
US credit rating agency Equifax announced it would start recording BNPL plans that allow
customers to make multiple payments as such plans make it more difficult to assess consumers'
true financial capabilities and risk. The American Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB)
also asked split-payment services for more information on their installment plans in late 2021,
expressing concerns about consumers, and even the US credit rating bureau Equifax announced
it would start recording BNPL plans that allow shoppers to make multiple payments, as such plans
make it more difficult to assess consumers’ real financial abilities and risk. (P ackin, N. G., 2022,
notes 226- 233). B ut K wedit's business model was not pr oblematic just because of B NL P - related

issues. In fact, the commitments made by children to K wedit quickly turned into unenforceable
promises, with no real consequences because users did not really have to pay anything – they
were only incentivized to do so. In this way, apps like K wedit basically made kids understand
that it is okay to buy things one cannot affor d, assuming that person might be able to pay for
his or her purchases in the futur e, and if not, then no har m done. Indeed, K wedit's financial
lesson made children learn, firsthand, that it is okay to take on increasing levels of credit and
debt, but not honor those financial commitments, and that is a horr ible lesson (P ackin, N. G.,
2022, notes 226- 233). L astly, K wedit's business model is designed in a manner that is
manipulative to childr en – causing them to spend more – almost oppositely from the
conclusions of the Mar shmallow Test, which is one of the most well- known studies in social
science, and examines children’s impulsive r eactions. In the Marshmallow Test, S tanford
University graduate students gave youngster s a marshmallow, and told them that they could
have another one if they could wait 15 minutes after finishing the first, and then left the room.
(Mischel, W., S hoda, Y. & R odriguzez, M. L ., 1989, p 933). It is believed that children’s ability to
maintain their composure long enough to double their r eward is a sign of future success in
academic studies and later in their professional careers. P articularly, according to the study,
those who r esisted temptation in their adolescence wer e more socially adept, mor e for ceful,
and better able to handle life's setbacks. They took initiative, were self- reliant and self- assured.
trustworthy and dependable, and they sought challenges rather than giving up in the face of
adversity. The psychological pr ofiles of those who struggled to maintain self- contr ol dur ing the
Marshmallow Test were more problematic. They were mor e prone to avoid social situations in
adolescence, be obstinate, indecisive, quickly irritated by difficulties, believe they ar e bad or
unwor thy, become frozen by stress, and be distrustful and angry of not receiving enough.
(Goleman, D., 1995, p. 81- 82). Therefore, while there is some disagreement regarding the study's
conclusions, many people view passing the test as an indication of a pr omising futur e.
(Oldfather, C.M., 2020, p. 226).
Fearful of being left behind by their FinTech competitors, financial services pr oviders and banks
slowly but surely started offer ing financial services and products to children. Among those are
Fidelity Investments, which in 2021 shared its plan to give 13- to 17- year- olds debit cards,
savings accounts, and even access to an investment service that would allow young teens to
trade US - listed stocks, mutual funds, and E TFs (with their parents’ supervision). Another big
traditional financial institution that has started offer ing such digital financial services to

childr en is Capitol One bank, which star ted offering childr en’s bank accounts, as well as B ank
of Amer ica, which began mar keting bank accounts to childr en. (P ackin, N., 2022).
Finally, the rise of DeFi made some commer cial entities begin to comprehend the novel new
business models and r evenue prospects that lay in blockchain and digital assets, such as nonfungible tokens (NFTs). B riefly described, NFTs ar e digital assets that represent r eal- world
objects such as ar t, music, in- game items and videos, but their legal status is not quite clear or
as intuitive to most user s yet. (Moringiello J .M. & Odinet, C.K ., 2022; Frye, B .L ., 2022). GameFi, a
video game platform

underpinned by blockchain technology and decentr alized financial

components, repr esents an example for one of these new business models. r ecognizing the
revenue potential inher ent in the innovative product—and which further has evolved into a
growingly likeable idea in the gaming and blockchain industries. Ownership of many NFTs and
related virtual items, including skins, char acter s, objects, and even par ts of the game itself, is
possible with GameFi. Additionally, some games award players with vir tual coins in the form of
game points, which have value only within the context of the game, while other games award
players with genuine cryptocurr encies. This latter group of games, which has been dubbed
"play- to- earn" (P 2E ), operates on a model that financializes everything. (Farrington, R ., 2021;
Yadav, O., 2022). B lockchain- enabled games that put the player first by changing the paradigm
and enabling them to better under stand the utility and worth of the assets they gained via
gameplay and in- game purchases are what define this genr e. Yet these games are also
manipulative by design. First, experts believe that “regular gaming could go the way of the
dinosaur due to the play- to- ear n gaming model. After all, ther e ar e oppor tunities for parents
to create a wallet and allow their children or teenagers to play these games in the future, which
would give them the opportunity to do things they could not do after playing on an Xbox. For
example, they could ear n money to spend on r eal- world items, save for college, or save for the
future.” (Far rington, R ., 2021). S econd, there ar e ethical and legal concerns, which are impacted
by this P 2E trend, r anging from issues such as child labor , to rules regar ding who should pay
taxes on game labor and to what governments, to contr actual law and violation of platforms’
terms of service, to even developmental and educational aspects such as children’s exposur e
to adult content like M- rated video games and privacy law issues. Then, last but not least, many
digital games that ar e designed for children are based on the concept of loot boxes –
“randomized virtual items that players can buy or earn through game play”. P aid loot boxes
have a significant financial impact on r evenue streams and consumers, including the “pay- to-

progress” and “pay- to- win” scenar ios, wher e childr en players find themselves in “grinding
gameplay loops unless they buy loot boxes.” E specially, as many of these children do not fully
understand the cost of loot box transactions, and are susceptible to marketing tactics that lure
them to buy more loot boxes or engage in pr oblematic digital media use. (FTC, 2019).
B ut the fact that financial apps, such as K wedit, or digital games, such as P 2E loot box based
games, are manipulative by nature should not be surprising. (P ackin, N.G. 2020, p 361–62). It
has alr eady been sever al decades since the political scientist, L angdon Winner, published his
controversial thesis about how technology is always cr eated, by design, with a specific agenda.
Winner's most famous example of this focused on the segr egationist agenda embodied in the
design of the New Yor k S tates' bridges over parkways on L ong Island, and in particular their
low height, which was intended to prevent public buses from passing. “One consequence was to
limit access of r acial minorities and low- income gr oups to J ones B each, Moses' widely
acclaimed P ublic P ar k.” Winner cautioned, however, that negative consequences of specific
technological designs can also be unintentional, like the failure to offer accommodations for
disabled people, that has been the result of a “longstanding neglect.” (Winner , L ., 1986, p 1939). Digital apps and games, much like br idges, can be, and typically are designed in some
manipulative way; and with children becoming more and more comfortable using their smart
devices, spending time downloading apps, and toying with different online games, the notion of
offering them FinTech and DeFi financial apps and games is becoming incr easingly socially
acceptable. The impact of these digital apps and games that are often manipulative by design,
however, is problematic, and lawmakers should be awar e of some key policy implications and
issues that r equir e their attentions, as further discussed in the next section.

Three: Policy Implications
Among the most impor tant issues that r equire legislative attention are the following substantive
challenges.
First, childr en have limited legal, economic, and social rights because of the presumptively
justifiable pater nalistic appr oach that society adopted toward them long ago. After all, childr en
are minors and have legal guardians that handle all their matters, particularly their financial
ones. The popular explanation for this is that childr en lack capabilities that are r elated to the
justifiability of pater nalism. S pecifically, childr en do not have the same pr actical capabilities
as adults do, and that limits their ability to make decisions and reason. Then, in tur n, these

lacking capabilities can lead to diminished legal power —most frequently noticed in the medical
context where minors have less independent decision- making power —even when matur e adults
with the same level of capability might have decision- making abilities. (Godwin, S ., 2020).
Childr en’s lack of legal capacity is also evident in the highly- resear ched area of children’s
mental and physical abilities. For instance, in many jurisdictions, children are not permitted to
cross lights by themselves prior to reaching a certain age, given scientific studies that show
that before age 14 most kids lack the ability to pr operly understand the r isks entailed in cr ossing
a busy inter section. (O’Neal, E . E . et al., 2018, p 18). Further , according to US contr act law, which
developed from E nglish law, minors can enter into contr actual agreements, but differently from
matur e adults they can choose to void the contract and avoid having to perform, or honor it.
(B arnes, W. R ., 2017, p 438- 43). Given some of the issues associated both with childr en’s
judgement and the ability to cancel or avoid their contractual obligations, there are clearly
challenges and complexities that arise with childr en investing, tr ading and using financial
services and pr oducts that require careful r egulatory attention.
S econd, FinTech apps and games can expose and educate people, including childr en, about the
value of money, investing, and even trading and the associated r isks. However , such apps and
games’ ability to do so is largely connected to the gamification features incorpor ated in their
systems. In recent year s, digital gamified lear ning has become a popular instructional tool that
is broadly used in educational environments. B ut like any tool, gamification has its advantages
and disadvantages, especially in connection with finance and when used to target younger
audiences. Indeed, as mentioned above, “gamified” investment apps such as R obinhood, which
use behavioral psychology to encourage recurrent and often maladaptive tr ading activity
received much public and media cr iticism, and rightfully so. One of the effects of gamifying the
financial markets was a dramatic increase in retail investor participation, as many young firsttime investors found such highly gamified financial apps to be frictionless and fun, and failed to
appr eciate that the stock market is a challenging place to earn easy money in, and that losing
is never fun. (L i, Y., 2021).
Third, interactive "game- like" elements like point scor ing, peer competitions, and game rules
make childr en more obsessed with both online gaming and other game- like activities. E - S ports
wagers are one of these connected “new hobbies” that appeal to kids, teens, and emerging
adults inher ently and can lead to gambling addictions. Additionally, similar to casinos, social
media apps are also designed to make users lose tr ack of time. However, unlike casinos, which

do not have clocks or windows to diver t users, social media apps use videos that star t
automatically and content feeds that can scr oll indefinitely in an effort to keep kids glued to
their smar t devices. P ut in more concrete, scientific terms, digital games can and do function
like stimulants (think caffeine or cocaine) or “har d drugs” for children. This is the r esult of the
dopamine r eleased by the stimulation of electr onics that hits youngsters especially virulently
as their cer ebral cortexes are not fully developed and do not yet enable them to feel satisfied
with

small

doses

or

to

pr operly

self- regulate

(P ackin,

N.

G.,

2021).

Fourth, the idea that ear ly financial education will assist young individuals to comprehend the
seriousness of money is directly contr adicted by the fact that digitally gamifying investing
makes finance feel less serious, not more serious to childr en. In fact, gamification oversimplifies
investing to the point where playing leads to inexper ienced investors getting into serious
trouble. Indeed, according to r ecent research, social media is the most popular outlet for
investment research for young r etail investors, who often browse TikTok and YouTube videos
under tr ading- related hashtags looking for fellow app user s tips.
Fifth, while social influence has always been instrumental in mar keting, decision- making, and
even economic behavior, the recent years’ r ise of the online social influence industry and its
popularity have been extreme and very significant. This includes the gr owing involvement of
celebrities and social influencers in the stock market, r anging from TikTok videos, to R oar ing
K itty’s call on R eddit to hold or buy stocks during the Gamestop 2021 meme stock saga, and
even Matt Damon’s ads to buy cr yptocurrencies. However, children and emer ging adults’
financial choices are especially prone to the influence and manipulation of outside parties.
P articularly, as they try to “keep up with the J oneses” and ar e especially concerned about their
reputation, popularity and outside image. (P ackin, N. G., 2021). B ecause of this, child- targeted
adver tising has become a multibillion- dollar industry in the U.S ., with $4.2 billion spent on
marketing efforts focused on childr en in 2018 alone. (P ackin, N. G., 2022).
Finally, par ents are already struggling to keep up with supervising their children’s online
activities. E nabling children to use digital financial apps will require much mor e monitoring
effort because ther e ar e so many different things that parents need to be on the lookout for.
For example, children can be overly generous with gifting their friends; they can bor row
excessive amounts of money fr om friends; they can be taken advantage of; and they can attempt
to appear r icher than they are. S taying on top of their children’s financial decision- making is

difficult even for tech savvy or helicopter par ents because of r apid technological innovations.
(P ackin, N. G., 2021).

Four: Around the World
The r ise of FinTech digital apps and games for children that offer them saving, trading, ear ning,
and investing services and possibilities is a concerning global trend, but it is one that for the
most part, regulators and scholar s have thus far lar gely ignored. B ut not everyone. Asian
regulators, for example, have appreciated the importance of some of these issues—specifically
expressing concerns about children’s screen time and digital exposur e as well as the GameFi
trend. J urisdictions in these regions—such as China, S outh K orea, and J apan—have crafted laws
aimed at monetizing game tokens, which are already on the books.
China, one of the biggest global mar kets for gaming, has the strictest prohibition on children’s
digital exposure. The Chinese government set strict limitations on how long minors can play
online video games. Chinese childr en and teenagers are therefore bar r ed from online gaming
on school days, and limited to one hour a day on weekend and holiday evenings, under
government rules. (B uckley, C., 2021). Additionally, it has strict rules r egar ding GameFi, which
is basically not allowed by Chinese law as it deals with virtual cur rency businesses such as
crypto wallets, exchange, and trading of tokens. Indeed, in S eptember 2021, the P eople’s B ank
of China (P B OC), China’s central bank, banned all cryptocur r ency tr ansactions. The centr al bank
cited the impact of cryptocur rencies on the environment and in facilitating financial crime in
addition to posing a gr owing risk to China’s financial system owing to their highly volatile and
speculative character istics. (S hin, F., 2022). Consequentially, all of China’s tech giants have
signed a self- regulator y pledge to prohibit speculation ar ound NFTs. (R eynolds, S ., 2022).
L ikewise, in K orea, par ticularly noteworthy is Ar ticle 32 of the Gaming Industry P r omotion Act,
which specifically bans game curr ency from being converted into cash, as the government is
concerned about danger ous forms of games that are essentially gambling. (R eynolds, S ., 2022).
S imilarly, K orea also has a form of soft web censoring on what the state deems illegal or
subversive mater ials, and the K orean Game R ating and Administration Committee has already
blocked the distr ibution of P 2E games Infinite B reakthr ough and Thr ee K ingdoms R everse from
digital app stores by withholding their rating classification. The r egulators sent an official
request to Apple and Google asking them to block any additional r egistr ation of P 2E games
from their app stor es, partly due to Ar ticle 28 of the Gaming Industry P romotion Act, which is

problematic for the emergent industry as it forbids speculative acts, gambling and free gifts.
(R eynolds, S ., 2022). In J apan, P 2E might not be permitted as well because most of the in- game
actions would likely be consider ed gambling. E specially, as some games’ mechanism could be
viewed as something that would be regulated by J apan’s Consumer Affairs Agency’s Improper
P remiums and Misleading R epr esentations Act (IP MR ). (R eynolds, S ., 2022). L ikewise, in the UK ,
legislators have enacted the Age Appr opr iate Design Code, which sets standar ds for digital
services dealing with children's data. The UK legislation introduced major changes regarding
childr en safety and issues related to it. For instance, the law forced the digital platform YouTube
to disable its autoplay featur e, and both TikTok and Instagr am had stopped the ability for
unknown adults to send minors direct messages. (Hir neisen, M., 2022).
American legislators have also attempted to advance legal initiatives on some of the issues
discussed. However , these initiatives focused solely on the negative impact of social media on
childr en and did not consider or address the economics of digital platforms, games and apps
offered to children. These initiatives included four main directions of action. First, P resident
B iden thr eatened in his 2022 S tate of the Union address that big tech companies wer e
conducting “national experiments” on children and vowed to hold social media platforms
accountable for their harm. (Ghaffar y, 2022). S econd, feder al lawmakers have questioned and
scrutinized senior tech executives about child safety. (R omo, V., 2021). Third, state attorneys
general have been investigating Tech companies about their platforms, apps and games’ design,
which can have potentially harmful impacts on children. (McK innon, J .D., 2022). L astly,
attempting to address the harmful effect that digital platforms, apps and games have on minors,
some state legislators started advancing bills that could help minimize these har mful effects.
(Deighton, K ., 2022).

Conclusion:
The FinTech revolution has br ought many advantages to the lives of financial consumers.
However , the issue of children as potential investors and financial consumers, being exposed
to digital engagement practices is a complicated and concer ning one. R egulators must be aware
of the challenges and complications involved with enabling childr en to save, invest, trade, sell,
and transact via digital financial ser vices. P ar ticularly, as in most countr ies, technology is way
ahead of the regulation, and the law does not have a r eadymade theory for tr ading off these

childr en- related concer ns. These issues also underscor e the urgent need for scholarship
situating these pr actices in theory and doctrine.
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